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Understanding the latest science in the ZyMōt revolution
The Need for Healthy Sperm

directly compared to traditional sperm preparation techniques.4 This

Using healthy sperm for IUI and ICSI procedures is more important

clinical research determined which approach resulted in improved DNA

than ever. In new research from scientists at Imperial College London,

fragmentation index (DFI) and other sperm health biomarkers such as

recurrent pregnancy loss was directly connected to the presence of

oxidative stress adducts (OSA) and high DNA stainability (HDS).

1

elevated sperm DNA fragmentation and reactive oxygen species, along
with a lower percentage of normal morphology. This follows a growing

Results: Using ZyMōt effectively reduced DFI (P<0.05) compared to

body of evidence that links improved sperm health to better pregnancy

standard protocols: two commercially available gradients, and gradients

outcomes.2 By avoiding sperm-damaging centrifugation, ZyMōt devices

followed by swim-up. The device also significantly reduced (P<0.05) OSA

enable the separation of sperm with the lowest-possible levels of DNA

levels, a measurement of oxidative stress, and HDS, a measurement

fragmentation and oxidative stress. Improved sperm health means

of immature cells and high histone retention. “Overall, the quality of

better clinical outcomes.

the sperm obtained post-processing was improved by the use of the

Avoiding DNA Fragmentation and Oxidative Stress

separation device,” wrote the study author.

ZyMōt ICSI Sperm Separation Devices have been shown to separate

Conclusion: Using ZyMōt devices shows statistically significant

sperm with near-zero DNA fragmentation, compared to density

improvements in three DNA- and stress-focused indicators of sperm

gradient centrifugation.3 In an independent study from Midwest

health and function, when compared to traditional, centrifugation-based

Fertility Specialists, ZyMōt (850μL) Sperm Separation Devices were

methods.

Comparison of DNA fragmentation levels for raw semen, and after processing with commercially available
gradients (with and without swim-up) and ZyMōt Sperm Separation Devices.

Improving Efficiency and Outcomes
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In addition to increased efficiency, ZyMōt devices deliver improved
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